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The Greatest: My Own Story - Muhammad Ali 2015-10-05
In his own words, the heavyweight champion of the world pulls no punches as he chronicles the battles he
faced in and out of the ring in this fascinating memoir edited by Nobel Prize-winning novelist, Toni
Morrison. Growing up in the South, surrounded by racial bigotry and discrimination, Ali fought not just for
a living, but also for respect and rewards far more precious than money or glory. He was named Sportsman
of the Century by Sports Illustrated and the BBC. Ali redefined what it meant to be an athlete by giving
hope to millions around the world and inspiring us all to fight for what is important to us. This is a
multifaceted portrait of Muhammad Ali only he could render: sports legend; unapologetic anti-war
advocate; outrageous showman and gracious goodwill ambassador; fighter, lover, poet, and provocateur; an
irresistible force to be reckoned with. Who better to tell the tale than the man who went the distance living
it?
My Brother, Muhammad Ali - Rahaman Ali 2020-10-09
“Rahaman has, at last, written the definitive biography on his late brother, which tells the real Ali story.”
—Mike Tyson More words have been written about Muhammad Ali than almost anyone else. He was,
without doubt, the world’s most-loved sportsman. At the height of his celebrity he was the most famous
person in the world. And yet, until now, the one voice missing belonged to the man who knew him best—his
only sibling, and best friend, Rahaman Ali. No one was closer to Ali than Rahaman. Born Cassius and
Rudolph Arnett Clay, the two brothers grew up together, lived together, trained together, travelled
together, and fought together in the street and in the ring. A near-constant fixture in his sibling’s company,
Rahaman saw Ali at both his best and his worst: the relentless prankster and the jealous older brother, the
outspoken advocate, the husband and father. In My Brother, Muhammad Ali, Rahaman offers an insider's
perspective on the well-known stories as well as never-before-told tales, painting a rich and intimate
portrait of a proud, relentlessly polarizing, yet often vulnerable man. In this extraordinary, poignant
memoir, Rahaman tells a much bigger and more personal story than in any other book on Muhammad
Ali—that of two brothers, almost inseparable from birth to death. It is the final and most important
perspective on an iconic figure.
Damage - Tris Dixon 2021-05
"Anyone who loves boxing--even the sport's most die-hard supporters--must take a longer and more serious
look at the issues that Tris Dixon writes about with such nuance and humanity in Damage...there's no better
argument for more studies, discussion, and awareness than this book, a volume equal parts heartbreaking
and inspiring with respect to the need for change."--Greg Bishop, Senior Writer, Sports Illustrated The
secret history brain damage in boxing has never been fully told―until now. From the story behind
Muhammad Ali's deterioration, to first-hand accounts from the fighters themselves, including the beloved
Micky Ward. In Damage, author Tris Dixon delivers a gripping history of "boxing's darkest secret"--CTE
(Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy), which was known previously as "Dementia Pugilistica" and "Punch
Drunk Syndrome." This highly-anticipated book has already generated intense discussion on social media
about the inner-conflict that comes with being a fan of the "sweet science, " and the difficulty involved in
witnessing the devastating brain trauma suffered by the warriors who fight for the entertainment of
millions. Unfortunately, the promoters, managers, and other non-participants who profit from the violence
have long looked the other way. Will this book finally drive them to address the issue and help fighters get
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the help they deserve?
Mrs Eckdorf in O'Neill's Hotel - William Trevor 2019-05-21
The denizens of a crumbling Dublin hotel are the subject of a meddling photographer in this Booker
Prize–shortlisted “masterpiece” (Irish Times). Once a flourishing establishment, O’Neill’s Hotel has fallen
on hard times. The same could be said for the people who live there. Among them are Mrs. Sinnott, the
elderly, deaf, and mute proprietor; her drunkard son, Eugene; Morrissey, a small-time pimp; and the grim,
lone porter O’Shea. But what might sound bleak to some holds irresistible allure for globetrotting
photographer Ivy Eckdorf. Hearing stories of O’Neill’s Hotel from an ocean liner barman, Eckdorf catches
the unmistakable whiff of human interest. Surely some tragic story hides within this crumbling corner of
Ireland. Now she intends to uncover that story, frame it just so, and turn it into her next coffee table book.
Though she has no connection to these hard-luck souls, she has arrived. And no one’s life will be the
same—not even hers. “An astounding richness of pathos, humour and tragedy.” —Francis King “A small
work of art [that] reaches antic heights.” —The New York Times
Good Intentions - Kasim Ali 2022-03-03
‘Expect to be heartbroken’ Elle ‘One of the most eagerly awaited debuts of 2022’ Sunday Times ‘Its ending
brought me close to tears’ Beth O’Leary, author of The Flatshare
Love and Summer - William Trevor 2009-09-17
It?s summer and nothing much is happening in Rathmoye. So it doesn?t go unnoticed when a dark-haired
stranger appears on his bicycle and begins photographing the mourners at Mrs. Connulty?s funeral. Florian
Kilderry couldn?t know that the Connultys are said to own half the town: he has only come to Rathmoye to
photograph the scorched remains of its burnt- out cinema. A few miles out in the country, Dillahan, a
farmer and a decent man, has married again: Ellie is the young convent girl who came to work for him
when he was widowed. Ellie leads a quiet, routine life, often alone while Dillahan runs the farm. Florian is
planning to leave Ireland and start over. Ellie is settled in her new role as Dillahan?s wife. But Florian?s
visit to Rathmoye introduces him to Ellie, and a dangerously reckless attachment begins. In a
characteristically masterly way Trevor evokes the passions and frustrations felt by Ellie and Florian, and by
the people of a small Irish town during one long summer.
The Greatest - Alan Gibbons 2014-08-01
Chris is the best boxer in the country. He's been picking on Ali for ages. Now Ali has to stand up for himself
- just like his hero, Muhammed Ali. It's time to go in - and win?
Public Library and Other Stories - Ali Smith 2016-10-04
From the acclaimed, award-winning author: Why are books so very powerful? What do the books we’ve read
over our lives—our own personal libraries—make of us? What does the unraveling of our tradition of public
libraries, so hard-won but now in jeopardy, say about us? The stories in Ali Smith’s new collection are about
what we do with books and what they do with us: how they travel with us; how they shock us, change us,
challenge us, banish time while making us older, wiser and ageless all at once; how they remind us to pay
attention to the world we make. Woven between the stories are conversations with writers and readers
reflecting on the essential role that libraries have played in their lives. At a time when public libraries
around the world face threats of cuts and closures, this collection stands as a work of literary activism—and
as a wonderful read from one of our finest authors.
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Step into the ring with the man who has seen it all.
The Children Of Dynmouth - William Trevor 2010-04-01
The Children Of Dynmouth - a classic prize-winning novel by William Trevor Penguin Decades bring you the
novels that helped shape modern Britain. The 1970s was a decade of anger and discontent. Britain endured
power cuts and strikes. America pulled out of Vietnam and saw its President resign from office. Feminism
and face lifts vied for women's hearts (and minds). And for many, prog rock, punk and disco weren't just
music but ways of life. William Trevor's The Children of Dynmouth (Winner of the Whitbread Award and
shortlisted for the Booker Prize) was first published in 1976 and is a classic account of evil lurking in the
most unlikely places. In it we follow awkward, lonely, curious teenager Timothy Gedge as he wanders
around the bland seaside town of Dynmouth. Timothy takes a prurient interest in the lives of the adults
there, who only realise the sinister purpose to which he seeks to put his knowledge too late. 'A small
masterpiece of understatement ... a work of rare compassion' Joyce Carol Oates, New York Times If you
enjoyed The Story of Lucy Gault and Love and Summer, you will love this book. It will also be adored by
readers of Colm Toibin and William Boyd. William Trevor was born in Mitchelstown, County Cork. He has
written eighteen novels and novellas, and hundreds of short stories, for which he has won a number of
prizes including the Hawthornden Prize, the Yorkshire Post Book of the Year Award, the Whitbread Book of
the Year Award and the David Cohen Literature Prize in recognition of a lifetime's literary achievement. In
2002 he was knighted for his services to literature. His books in Penguin are: After Rain; A Bit on the Side;
Bodily Secrets; Cheating at Canasta; The Children of Dynmouth; The Collected Stories (Volumes One and
Two); Death in Summer; Felicia's Journey; Fools of Fortune; The Hill Bachelors; Love and Summer; The
Mark-2 Wife; Selected Stories; The Story of Lucy Gault and Two Lives.
Sugar Ray - Sugar Ray Robinson 1994-03-22
Sugar Ray Robinson (1921–1989) was hailed as the finest boxer to ever enter a ring. Muhammad Ali once
called him "the king, my master, my idol"—and indeed, he was the idol of everyone who had anything to do
with boxing. But for African Americans, he was more than a great boxer. In an era when blacks were
supposed to be humble and grateful for favors received, he was a man whose every move in and out of the
ring showed what black pride and power meant.Sugar Ray grew up during the Depression in the ghettos of
Detroit and New York, rose through the amateur boxing ranks, became Golden Gloves champion at the
featherweight at the age of eighteen, and become world welterweight champion in 1946 and middleweight
in 1951. Robinson had it all, but later lost it all; and in this classic autobiography he tells it all with
remarkable candor. Here is Sugar Ray: the dazzlingly handsome champion with a craving for fast cars and
fast living; the kid who was terrified of elevators; the young GI who, together with Joe Louis, combated
racial discrimination; the honest fighter who refused a million dollars to throw a fight against Rocky
Graziano; the boxer who dreamed he would kill his opponent in the ring, and did so the following night.This
Da Capo edition is supplemented with a new foreword and afterword by Dave Anderson about Sugar Ray's
last years in Los Angeles and the legacy he left behind, and with eight new pages of stunning photographs.
100 World Leaders Who Left Their Mark - WD Palmer 2022-02-09
The lives of 100 historical and contemporary world leaders, documenting the impact that they had on the
world.
I Am Durán - Roberto Duran 2016
"The ... fighter known as 'Manos de Piedra,' or 'Hands of Stone,' chronicles his entire life from the streets of
Panama to being crowned one of the 'Four Kings': along with Hearns, Leonard, and Hagleruas he blazed a
trail through the golden age of boxing"--NoveLis
Artful - Ali Smith 2013-01-24
“A stimulating combination of literary criticism, essay, and fiction” (The New Yorker) from the
incomparable Ali Smith Artful is a celebration of literature’s worth in and to the world—it is about the
things art can do, the things art is made of, and the quicksilver nature of all artfulness. A magical hybrid
that refuses to be tied down to either fiction or the essay form, Artful is narrated by a character who is
haunted—literally—by a former lover, the writer of a series of lectures about art and literature. Ali Smith’s
heady powers as a novelist and short story writer harmonize with her keen perceptions as a reader and
critic to form a living thing that reminds us that life and art are never separate.

Cut Time - Carlo Rotella 2003-08-05
Carlo Rotella, an award-winning writer and ringside veteran, unearths the hard wisdom in any kind of fight,
from barroom dustup to HBO extravaganza. He vividly describes the tough choices and subtle pleasures
that come the way of every fighter, from perennial underdogs on the tank-town circuit to the one-time
heavyweight champion Larry Holmes, who still spars to retching exhaustion daily. Rotella uncovers the
often startling light that boxing sheds on the world beyond the ring. A college student's brief fistic career
pinpoints the moment when adulthood arrives. The serenity of a fellow fan shows Rotella how to process
the trauma of a car crash. The persistence of a wizened ex-champion reminds him of his grandmother and
helps him accept her death. Throughout, Rotella achieves moving resonances between the worlds inside
and outside the ropes. He also tackles fascinating questions that have gone largely unexplored until now:
How do boxers endure the brutal punishment that is the sport's essence? And why do they come back for
more, again and again? As Rotella traces his immersion in the fight world, he achieves what few other
writers in that world have: he makes it relevant to us, whether we're fans or not.
Opening Day - Jonathan Eig 2008-04
A chronicle of the 1947 baseball season in which Jackie Robinson broke the race barrier is a sixtieth
anniversary tribute based on interviews with Robinson's wife, daughter, and teammates that covers such
topics as his relationship with fellow players, the St. Louis Cardinals' proposed boycott of the Dodgers, and
Robinson's association with segregated hotel roommate and sportswriter Wendell Smith. Reprint. 40,000
first printing.
Brick Lane - Monica Ali 2008-03-11
Nazneen finds herself married off to a man twice her age and moved to London, where she meets a younger
man involved in radical politics and begins to wonder if she has a say in her own destiny.
Pacman - Manny Pacquiao 2010
Recounts the life and accomplishments of the only boxer to hold nine title belts in seven divisions, from his
childhood in a cardboard shack in the Philippines to his partnership with trainer Freddie Roach and his rise
as the best pound-for-pound fighterin the world.
A Life in Football: My Autobiography - Ian Wright 2016-09-22
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'Wrighty's characteristic honesty means his book is far more
engrossing than most bland football memoirs' Sunday Times Ian Wright, Arsenal legend, England striker
and TV pundit extraordinaire, is one of the most interesting and relevant figures in modern football. His
journey from a South London council estate to national treasure is everybody's dream. From Sunday
morning football directly to Crystal Palace; from 'boring, boring Arsenal' to inside the Wenger Revolution;
from Saturday afternoons on the pitch to Saturday evenings on primetime television; from a week in prison
to inspiring youth offenders, Ian will reveal all about his extraordinary life and career. Ian will also frankly
discuss how retirement affects footballers, why George Graham deserves a statue, social media, why music
matters, breaking Arsenal's goal-scoring record, racism, the unadulterated joy of playing alongside Dennis
Bergkamp and, of course, what he thinks of Tottenham. Not a standard footballer's autobiography, Ian
Wright's memoir is a thoughtful and gripping insight into a Highbury Hero and one of the greatest sports
stars of recent years.
Undisputed Truth - Mike Tyson 2014-10-28
Be sure to check out IRON AMBITION: My Life with Cus D’Amato by Mike Tyson “Raw, powerful and
disturbing—a head-spinning take on Mr. Tyson's life.”—Wall Street Journal Philosopher, Broadway
headliner, fighter, felon—Mike Tyson has defied stereotypes, expectations, and a lot of conventional wisdom
during his three decades in the public eye. Bullied as a boy in the toughest, poorest neighborhood in
Brooklyn, Tyson grew up to become one of the most ferocious boxers of all time—and the youngest
heavyweight champion ever. But his brilliance in the ring was often compromised by reckless behavior.
Yet—even after hitting rock bottom—the man who once admitted being addicted “to everything” fought his
way back, achieving triumphant success as an actor and newfound happiness and stability as a father and
husband. Brutal, honest, raw, and often hilarious, Undisputed Truth is the singular journey of an inspiring
American original.
Blood in My Coffee - Ferdie Pacheco 2012-11-13
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literally take juvenile kids of the street, and house them in his fourteen-room mansion. Impressively, he was
able to instill them with the character of champions, so they would be able to go out and conquer the world,
whether they were fighters or not. Cus D'Amato created champions. LEARN HIS SECRETS In this book, we
break down the mental strategies that any fighter (or anyone) can use in order to excel towards greatness.
Fighters all over the world are able to acquire trainers that can teach technique. But they are unable to find
teachers, like the Cus D'Amato's and the Angelo Dundee's, who can instill them with charismatic
confidence, and help them deal with anxiety and fear before matches. The book consists of five sections.
Each section is designed to empower you in a different area. The five sections are: * Character * Fear *
Anxiety * Resistance * Leadership Without knowing what makes a champion, and how you can become one
too, you will never be able to achieve it. After learning what makes 'The Cus D'Amato Mind', you will be
more charismatic, confident, with a greater sense of control over your path to boxing greatness.
Untold Story - Monica Ali 2012-06-05
Imagines what the fate of Princess Diana might have been had she not died in Paris in 1997, in a story
about the cost of fame and the possibility of reinventing a life.
Iron Ambition - Mike Tyson 2017
"In Tyson's ... memoir Undisputed Truth, he recounted the role D'Amato played in his formative years,
adopting him at age sixteen after his mother died and shaping him both physically and mentally after Tyson
had spent years living in fear and poverty. In Iron Ambition, Tyson elaborates on the life lessons that
D'Amato passed down to him, and reflects on how the trainer's words of wisdom continue to resonate with
him outside the ring"--Amazon.com.
Muhammad Ali Unfiltered - Muhammad Ali 2016-10-25
THE FIGHTER. THE ACTIVIST. THE MAN. THE ICON. An officially authorized collection, Muhammad Ali
Unfiltered is Jeter Publishing’s intimate look at one of the most inspiring figures of our age. Celebrate the
life of Muhammad Ali in these 200-plus pages of images, quotes, and tributes to the Greatest of All Time.
Millions of words have been said about Muhammad Ali—at least half of those by the fighter himself.
Brought to the world stage through boxing, he transcended the sport with his quick feet, quick fists, and
even quicker mouth. Not content to be idolized as a celebrity, he reached out to encounter the world as it
was, always striving to make it a better place for everyone. A foreword and a eulogy by the legend’s widow,
Lonnie Ali, sit alongside Muhammad Ali’s wit, wisdom, and inimitably photogenic self to paint a rounded
portrait of a man who strove to get the most out of life and live well. Including his extemporaneous “Getting
Ready to Meet God” speech and featuring more than 200 rare and iconic photos, many rare or exclusive,
Muhammad Ali Unfiltered brings you the Greatest of All Time like you’ve never seen him before. Boxer.
Believer. Father. Husband. Legend. Muhammad Ali proved that one person can change the world.
Richmond Unchained - Luke G. Williams 2015-08-15
The first ever biography of slave turned bare-knuckle boxing legend Bill Richmond (1763-1829).
The Miraculous True History of Nomi Ali - Uzma Aslam Khan 2022-04-12
Set in the Andaman Islands over the course of oppressive imperial regimes, The Miraculous True History of
Nomi Ali is a complex, gripping homage to those omitted from the collective memory. Nomi and Zee are
Local Borns--their father a convict condemned by the British to the Andaman Islands, their mother shipped
off with him. The islands are an inhospitable place, despite their surreal beauty. In this unreliable world,
the children have their friend Aye, the pet hen Priya and the distracted love of their parents to shore them
up from one day to the next. Meanwhile, within the walls of the prison, Prisoner 218 D wages a war on her
jailers with only her body and her memory. When war descends upon this overlooked outpost of Empire, the
British are forced out and the Japanese move in. Soon the first shot is fired and Zee is forced to flee, leaving
Nomi and the other islanders to contend with a new malice. The islands--and the seas surrounding them-become a battlefield, resulting in tragedy for some and a brittle kind of freedom for others, who find
themselves increasingly entangled in a mesh of alliances and betrayals. Ambitiously imagined and
hauntingly alive, The Miraculous True History of Nomi Ali writes into being the interwoven stories of people
caught in the vortex of history, powerless yet with powers of their own: of bravery and wonder, empathy
and endurance. Uzma Aslam Khan's extraordinary new novel is an unflinching and lyrical page-turner, an
epic telling of a largely forgotten chapter in the history of the subcontinent.

From Civil Rights Activists to Human Rights Advocates - W. D. Palmer 2021-10-05
How the fight for civil rights transformed activists into human rights advocates.
Redemption Song - Mike Marqusee 2005-07-17
Shortlisted for the 1999 William Hill Sports Book of the Year Award and voted one of twenty-five “Books to
Remember 2000” by the New York Public Library Is there a more characteristic figure of the sixties than
Muhammad Ali—playful and political, popular and non-conformist, defiant and triumphant? In a unique new
book, Mike Marqusee puts the great boxer back in his true historical context to explore a crucial moment at
the cross-roads of popular culture and mass resistance. He traces Ali’s interaction with the evolving black
liberation and anti-war movements, including his brief but fascinating liaison with Malcolm X, as well as his
encounters with Martin Luther King. Marqusee’s elegant and forceful narrative explores the origins and
impact of Ali’s dramatic public stands on race and the draft, and reinterprets the “Rumble in the Jungle,”
shedding new light on its triumph and tragedy. Above all, he imbues Ali’s story with a long-neglected
international dimension, revealing why he was embraced with such warmth by diverse peoples across the
globe. This timely antidote to the apolitical celebration of Ali as “a great American” revisits the man and the
period with a fresh eye, casting new light on both his courage and his confusions. And, in a new afterword
for this second edition, Marqusee reflects on Ali’s legacy in the era of the “war on terror.”
How to be both - Ali Smith 2014-12-02
MAN BOOKER PRIZE FINALIST • A novel all about art's versatility, borrowing from painting’s fresco
technique to make an original literary double-take. "Cements Smith’s reputation as one of the finest and
most innovative of our contemporary writers. By some divine alchemy, she is both funny and moving; she
combines intellectual rigor with whimsy" —The Los Angeles Review of Books How to be both is a fastmoving genre-bending conversation between forms, times, truths and fictions. There’s a Renaissance artist
of the 1460s. There’s the child of a child of the 1960s. Two tales of love and injustice twist into a singular
yarn where time gets timeless, structural gets playful, knowing gets mysterious, fictional gets real—and all
life’s givens get given a second chance. Passionate, compassionate, vitally inventive and scrupulously
playful, Ali Smith’s novels are like nothing else. A NOTE TO THE READER: Who says stories reach
everybody in the same order? This novel can be read in two ways, and the eBook provides you with both.
You can choose which way to read the novel by simply clicking on one of two icons—CAMERA or EYES. The
text is exactly the same in both versions; the narratives are just in a different order. The ebook is produced
this way so that readers can randomly have different experiences reading the same text. So, depending on
which icon you select, the book will read: EYES, CAMERA, or CAMERA, EYES. (Your friend may be reading
it the other way around.) Enjoy the adventure. (Having both versions in the same file is intentional.)
Hotel World - Ali Smith 2011-07-27
BOOKER PRIZE FINALIST • Forget room service: this is a riotous elegy, a deadpan celebration of colliding
worlds, and a spirited defense of love. Blending incisive wit with surprising compassion, Hotel World is a
wonderfully invigorating, life-affirming book. Five people: four are living; three are strangers; two are
sisters; one, a teenage hotel chambermaid, has fallen to her death in a dumbwaiter. But her spirit lingers in
the world, straining to recall things she never knew. And one night all five women find themselves in the
smooth plush environs of the Global Hotel, where the intersection of their very different fates make for this
playful, defiant, and richly inventive novel.
The Cus D'Amato Mind - Reemus Bailey 2017-09-25
THE GREATEST BOXING COACH IN HISTORY 'The Cus D'Amato Mind' teaches the principles and
philosophies of the great trainer D'Amato, which took young boys such as Mike Tyson and Floyd Patterson
to the heavyweight championship in a few short years. THE MAN WHO MADE MIKE TYSON In 1980, a
young Mike Tyson was in the Tryon school for juvenile delinquents. By the age of 13, Mike had already
been arrested dozens of times, had suffered bullying, and often engaged in criminal activities like armed
robbery and house burglary. He was heading down a certain path to death or a life of prison. Fast forward
six years later, and Mike Tyson had become the youngest heavyweight champion at 20 years old, after
destructively crafting a route to the top. What had happened? How could such a change happen in such a
short space of time? The answer is Cus D'Amato. The great boxing coach Cus D'Amato was a revolutionist.
He was a modern-day philosopher. He was a leader who changed the lives of those he helped. Cus would
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The Colour of God - Ayesha S. Chaudhry 2021-04-15
‘Engrossing.’ Monica Ali ‘Heartbreaking and really funny.’ Ross Gay ‘This book fell into my heart.’ Sabrina
Mahfouz ‘The kind of authentic voice that is rarely heard.’ Saima Mir This is the story of a child raised in
Canada by parents who embraced a puritanical version of Islam to shield them from racism. The author
explores the joys and sorrows of growing up in a fundamentalist Muslim household, wedding grand
historical narratives of colonialism and migration to the small intimate heartbreaks of modern life. In
revisiting the beliefs and ideals she was raised with, Chaudhry invites us to reimagine our ideas of self and
family, state and citizenship, love and loss.
Love Marriage - Monica Ali 2022-05-03
“Cultural clashes, political satire, Oedipal conflicts, elegant prose—they’re all here in this romp of a book.”
—Oprah Daily A Phenomenal Book Club Pick and a New York Times Book Review Group Text Selection,
Love Marriage is a glorious moving novel from Booker Prize shortlisted Monica Ali, who has “an inborn
generosity that cannot be learned” (The New York Times Book Review). In present-day London, Yasmin
Ghorami is twenty-six, in training to be a doctor (like her Indian-born father), and engaged to the
charismatic, upper-class Joe Sangster, whose formidable mother, Harriet, is a famous feminist. The gulf
between families is vast. So, too, is the gulf in sexual experience between Yasmin and Joe. As the wedding
day draws near, misunderstandings, infidelities, and long-held secrets upend both Yasmin’s relationship
and that of her parents, a “love marriage,” according to the family lore that Yasmin has believed all her life.
A gloriously acute observer of class, sexual mores, and the mysteries of the human heart, Monica Ali has
written a “riveting” (BookPage, starred review) social comedy and a moving, revelatory story of two
cultures, two families, and two people trying to understand one another that’s “sure to please Ali’s fans and
win some new ones” (Publishers Weekly).
Night of Power - Anar Ali 2019-08-20
"A searing and beautiful novel." --Lawrence Hill, author of The Book of Negroes and The Illegal Featured on
CBC's "30 books to read now" A portrait of a Muslim family--from the heady days in Uganda to hard times
in a new country, and the tragic accident that forces them to confront the ghosts of the past It's 1998. And
Mansoor Visram has lived in Canada for 25 years, ever since dictator Idi Amin expelled South Asians from
Uganda. As a refugee with a wife and child, Mansoor has tried his best to recreate the life they once had,
but starting over in Canada has been much harder than he expected. He's worked as a used car salesman,
as a gas station attendant, and now he runs a small dry cleaner in suburban Calgary. But he's hatching
plans for a father and son empire that will bring back the wealth and status the Visrams enjoyed in Uganda.
The problem is, his son Ashif does not share his dreams, and he's moved across the country to get away
from his father. He's a rising star at a multi-national corporation in Toronto, on the cusp of a life-changing
promotion, but he can't seem to forget his girlfriend from long ago. Mansoor's wife, Layla, has spent the
past decade running her own home cooking business and trying to hold her family together. But Ashif
rarely comes home to visit and Mansoor's pride has almost ruined their marriage. As the fissures that
began generations ago--and continents away--reappear, Mansoor, Ashif, and Layla drift further and further
apart. On the Night of Power, a night during Ramadan when fates are decided for the next year, a terrible
accident occurs. Will the Visrams survive this latest tragedy? Night of Power is a heart-wrenching story of a
family in crisis. Gripping and unforgettable, Anar Ali's debut novel vividly illuminates the injustices of
displacement and the nuances of identity--of losing a home and coming home again.
The Accidental - Ali Smith 2007-04-10
Filled with the bestselling, award-winning author's trademark wordplay and inventive storytelling, here is
the dizzyingly entertaining, wickedly humorous story of a mysterious stranger whose sudden appearance
during a family’s summer holiday transforms four variously unhappy people. Each of the Smarts—parents
Eve and Michael, son Magnus, and the youngest, daughter Astrid—encounter Amber in his or her own
solipsistic way, but somehow her presence allows them to see their lives (and their life together) in a new
light. Smith’s narrative freedom and exhilarating facility with language propel the novel to its startling,
wonderfully enigmatic conclusion.
Luckiest Man - Jonathan Eig 2005-03-29
Recounts the life of the Hall of Fame ballplayer whose career was cut short by the disease now commonly
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called after him, in a portrait that shares details about his rivalry with Babe Ruth, the onset of his illness,
and the final years of his life.
The Boatman and Other Stories - Billy O'Callaghan 2020-04-28
“I know of no writer on either side of the Atlantic who is better at exploring the human spirit under assault
than Billy O’Callaghan.”—Robert Olen Butler The prizewinning Irish short-story writer and author of the
highly praised novel, My Coney Island Baby, delivers his most accomplished book of short fiction to date—a
poignant story collection that “grips from the opening page” (Bernard MacLaverty). These are twelve
poignant, quietly dazzling, and carefully crafted stories that explore the resiliency of the human heart and
its ability to keep beating in the wake of bereavement, violence, lost love, and incomparable trauma and
grief. Spanning a century and two continents, from the muddy fields of Ireland to a hotel room in Paris, a
dingy bar in Segovia to an airplane bound for Taipei, The Boatman and Other Stories follows an
unforgettable cast of characters. Three gunshots on the Irish border define the course of a young man’s
life; a writer clings fast to a star-crossed affair with a woman who has never been fully within his reach; a
fisherman accustomed to hard labor rolls up his sleeves to dig a grave for his child; and a pair of newlyweds
embark on their first adventure, living wild on the deserted Beginish Island. Ranging from the elegiac to
the brutally confrontational, these densely layered tales reveal the quiet heroism and gentle dignity of
ordinary life. Billy O’Callaghan is a master celebrant of the smallness of the human flame against the dark:
its strength and its steady brightness.
Ali - Jonathan Eig 2018-10
BRITISH SPORTS BOOK AWARDS SPORTS BOOK OF THE YEAR. SHORTLISTED FOR THE WILLIAM HILL
SPORTS BOOK OF THE YEAR PRIZE 2017. SHORTLISTED FOR THE JAMES TAIT BLACK BIOGRAPHY OF
THE YEAR. WINNER OF THE PEN/ESPN AWARD FOR LITERARY SPORTS WRITING. THE TIMES SPORTS
BOOK AWARDS BIOGRAPHY OF THE YEAR. The most comprehensive and definitive biography of
Muhammad Ali that has ever been published, based on more than 500 interviews with those who knew him
best, with many dramatic new discoveries about his life and career. When the frail, trembling figure of
Muhammad Ali lit the Olympic flame in Atlanta in 1996, a TV audience of up to 3 billion people was once
again gripped by the story of the world's most famous sporting icon. The man who had once been reviled
for his refusal to fight for his country and for his fast-talking denunciation of his opponents was now almost
universally adored, the true cost of his astonishing boxing career clear to see. In Jonathan Eig's groundbreaking biography, backed up with much detailed new research specially commissioned for this book, we
get a stunning portrait of one of the most significant personalities of the second half of the twentieth
century. We are not only taken inside the ring for some of the most famous bouts in boxing history, we also
learn about his personal life, his finances, his faith and the moments when the first signs of his physical
decline began to show. Ali was a symbol of freedom and courage, a hero to many, but this is also a very
personal story of a warrior who vanquished every opponent but was finally brought down by his own
stubborn refusal to quit. An epic tale of a fighter who became the world's most famous pacifist, Ali: A Life
does full justice to an extraordinary man. 'Ali: A Life is the business - 640 pages of patient scholarship and
intelligent reassessment written in crackly prose' Giles Smith, The Times '[A] richly researched,
sympathetic yet unsparing portrait ... Ali: A Life is an epic of a biography' Joyce Carol Oates, New York
Times
Greatest of All Time - Howard L. Bingham 2010
On Boxing - Joyce Carol Oates 2009-10-13
A reissue of bestselling, award-winning author Joyce Carol Oates' classic collection of essays on boxing.
Autumn - Ali Smith 2017-02-07
MAN BOOKER PRIZE FINALIST • The first novel in Ali Smith’s Seasonal Quartet is an unforgettable story
about aging and time and love—and stories themselves. Autumn. Season of mists and mellow fruitfulness.
Two old friends—Daniel, a centenarian, and Elisabeth, born in 1984—look to both the future and the past as
the United Kingdom stands divided by a historic, once-in-a-generation summer. Love is won, love is lost.
Hope is hand-in-hand with hopelessness. The seasons roll round, as ever. A luminous meditation on the
meaning of richness and harvest and worth, Autumn is the first installment of Ali Smith’s Seasonal Quartet,
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Keatsian melancholy, the sheer bright energy of 1960s pop art. Autumn is wide-ranging in time-scale and
light-footed through histories.

and it casts an eye over our own time: Who are we? What are we made of? Shakespearean jeu d’esprit,
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